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Where the Red Fern Grows Jan 23 2022 A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond
between man and man’s best friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but two,
dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up enough money for two pups to call his own—Old
Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t matter that times are tough; together they’ll
roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team in
the valley. Stories of their great achievements spread throughout the region, and the
combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s sheer will seems
unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these determined hunters—now friends—and Billy learns
that hope can grow out of despair, and that the seeds of the future can come from the scars
of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s Novel, School
Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of
Multiple State Awards Over 7 million copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New York
Times Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . . Any child who
doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has missed out on an
important piece of childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An
exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book
of unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling and sentiment
that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a
story about a young boy and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without getting
a little misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time on the
film adaptation
Fern and Otto Sep 18 2021 Perfect for fans of Erin Stead and Emily Winfield Martin, here
is a charming picture book about two friends who enter a fairytale world hoping to find an
exciting story to tell. When best friends Fern, a bear, and Otto, a cat, go searching for an

exciting story in the forest, they have different ideas about what that means. Fern thinks
they should stop and watch a race between a tortoise and a hare, but Otto worries a tortoise
is too slow to be exciting. Fern thinks the three brothers talking about how to build a house
is incredibly interesting, but Otto isn't convinced. Along the way, the two friends meet a
little girl in red who is off to visit her grandmother (and a wolf headed the same way!); a
cranky girl complaining that her porridge isn't the right temperature; and many others. But
it's not until they run into a big scary witch that they both can agree that this is not the kind
of excitement they had in mind. With irresistible illustrations and tons of charming details,
this is a delightful fantasy adventure that proves the best adventures are the ones you share.
Fool Me Once Feb 09 2021 A father’s secret and a mother’s legacy shake up a young
woman’s life in this novel by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Pretty Woman.
Olivia Lowell always believed her father’s claim that her mother died in childbirth—until
the shocking day a lawyer informs her that her mother has just passed away, leaving her a
fortune. However, the money comes with a caveat. In her will, Olivia’s mother reveals that
she and two college friends committed a crime long ago, and now she wants Olivia to track
down her accomplices and convince them to come clean. Feeling betrayed by her father and
unsure that she even wants her mother’s tainted money, Olivia must decide if she can
handle the secrets of the past. Fulfilling her mother’s request won't be easy, nor will
mending her relationship with her father. But with the help and affections of a handsome
young lawyer, and the sweet companionship of her beloved Yorkies, Olivia will come to
understand who her mother really was, and who she, herself, is meant to be . . . Praise for
the novels of Fern Michaels “Michaels’s talent for crafting quirky characters and gratifying
narratives makes every page shine.” —Booklist on Hey, Good Looking “Michaels knows
what readers expect from her and she delivers each and every time.” —RT Book Reviews
on Perfect Match
A Seaside Affair Jun 27 2022 You will love this wonderfully warm and witty novel from
Fern Britton, the Sunday Times bestselling novelist.
Is It Night or Day? Nov 01 2022 It's 1938, and twelve-year-old Edith is about to move from
the tiny German village she's lived in all her life to a place that seems as foreign as the
moon: Chicago, Illinois. And she will be doing it alone. This dramatic and chilling novel
about one girl's escape from Hitler's Germany was inspired by the experiences of the
author's mother, one of twelve hundred children rescued by Americans as part of the One
Thousand Children project. Is It Night or Day? is a 2011 Bank Street Best Children's Book
of the Year.
Fern Britton 3-Book Collection: The Holiday Home, A Seaside Affair, A Good Catch
Jul 29 2022 Don’t miss this warm and witty novel from the No.1 Sunday Times bestselling
author Fern Britton. The perfect Cornish Escape!
Breakfast: Morning, Noon and Night Nov 28 2019 In Breakfast: Morning, Noon and
Night, Fern Green encourages readers to enjoy their most-loved meal at any time of the day.
Covering all the morning favourites, and often adding an indulgent or inspired twist, she
shares recipes for sweet and savoury dishes that you won't be able to confine to just the
morning hours. Simple but satisfying, and super easy to prepare, these recipes will suit any
time of day. Try smoked salmon and eggs served with quinoa crackers, apple, sorrel and
crispy capers; cheese on toast gets upgraded to griddled halloumi served with basil, tomato

and ciabatta; and waffles get a delicious side of maple and blueberry butter. Fern also takes
inspiration from breakfasts with more exotic flavor combinations, such as the Adai Indian cr
pe with coconut chutney, and Mexican corn and zucchini hash with fried egg. These mouthwatering dishes show how you can make breakfast favorites work at any time of the day.
The Good Servant Jan 11 2021 From the no.1 Sunday Times bestselling author comes the
story of Marion Crawford, governess to the Queen – an ordinary woman living in an
extraordinary time.
Safe and Sound Oct 08 2020 The Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of life
bound by friendship and a quest for justice. Armed with vast resources, top-notch expertise,
and a loyal network of allies around the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong
is made right. Isabelle Flanders Tookus isn’t expecting to involve the Sisterhood in a new
mission when she strikes up a friendship with a curly-haired boy in her local park. Ben
Ryan is an eight-year-old child genius, the grandson of millionaire Eleanor Lymen, who
hired Izzy years ago to design an institute for gifted children. Ben’s mother passed away
and Ben now lives with his stepfather, Connor, and Connor’s wife, Natalie. They’ve been
using Ben’s trust fund to support their lavish lifestyle while shamefully neglecting Ben. And
with Natalie getting greedy, Ben’s safety is now in jeopardy. Izzy’s first step: call in the
Sisterhood. The second: track down Eleanor, who has mysteriously vanished on a secret
mission of her own. Izzy, Annie, Myra, and the rest of the Sisters come together at
Pinewood, thrilled to be united once more. Together they’ll lay a trap for Natalie and
Connor, one that will protect Eleanor’s beloved grandson, get him into the happy home he
deserves, and provide the kind of creative, satisfying payback the Sisters dish out so well . .
. Praise for Fern Michaels “Michaels manages to surprise and delight fans of all ages with
her novel’s unexpected twists and turns.” —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars, on High Stakes
Fern Verdant and the Silver Rose Dec 10 2020 FERN WISHES SHE had normal parents
and a normal name. Instead, she has eccentric botanist parents who named her Fern, after
her father’s favorite plant. Lily, Fern’s mother, assures her one day she’ll understand their
love of plants, but Fern can’t believe it. She hates plants and could do with less of them in
her life. Then Lily disappears suddenly while attending to a mysterious and rare Silver
Rose. Fern and her dad are heartbroken, but have no idea what could have happened, until
one day, Fern learns she has a one-of-a-kind talent: she can communicate with plants, and
so could her mother! Using her newfound skill, she learns that her mother is in terrible
danger, and she is the only one who can save her. With a little help from her friends, the
plants . . .
Coming Home Apr 01 2020 From Sunday Times bestselling author Fern Britton comes an
epic tale. Three generations of women, their lives, their loves and their longing to come
home to Cornwall. ‘A heartfelt novel about family secrets and atonement’ Fanny Blake,
Woman & Home
Fern May 03 2020 Fern Britton has been widely loved as the presenter of "Ready Steady
Cook", and, more co-presenter of "This Morning" with Philip Schofield. Never one to shy
away from a good laugh or cry on national TV, she has none-the-less never talked about
herself to the public, preferring to keep her private life private. This book tells her story.
Hidden Treasures Feb 21 2022 You will love this best-selling novel by Sunday Times
best-selling author Fern Britton. The perfect escape to Cornwall, for fans of Katie Fforde

and Celia Imrie.
Charlotte's Web Jan 29 2020 Don’t miss one of America’s top 100 most-loved novels,
selected by PBS’s The Great American Read. This beloved book by E. B. White, author of
Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of children's literature that is "just
about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device
and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. Some Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are the
words in Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her
feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a friend. They also express the
love of a girl named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his litter. E.
B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship, love, life, and death that
will continue to be enjoyed by generations to come. It contains illustrations by Garth
Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart Little and Laura Ingalls Wilder's
Little House series, among many other books. Whether enjoyed in the classroom or for
homeschooling or independent reading, Charlotte's Web is a proven favorite.
Point Blank Aug 25 2019 A mysterious martial artist strikes at the heart of the Sisterhood in
an action-packed thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author. The women of
Fern Michaels’ bestselling Sisterhood series are beloved for bringing justice to strangers in
need. And when one of their own needs help, that loyalty and commitment goes double . . .
When Yoko Wong’s partner, Harry, receives a phone call from an old schoolmate in China,
he finds out that his daughter, Lily, is missing from the Shaolin temple where she is now a
student. Finding Lily is a top priority, and the Sisterhood and their allies come up with a
way for the group to travel to China. They’ll go to Macau, nicknamed “the Monte Carlo of
the Orient,” on the pretext of opening a casino there. But what will they find once they
reach their destination? Can they hope to rescue Lily when the enemy has the home
advantage . . . and the will to kill? The odds are stacked against them, but when the
Sisterhood is involved, you can always bet on the underdog . . . Series praise “Spunky
women who fight for truth, justice, and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens when well-funded, very angry women take the
law into their own hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors “Delectable . . . deliver[s]
revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet, Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus
Pokus
Kate the Great, Except When She's Not Sep 26 2019 Fans of Wimpy Kid and Dork
Diaries will love this illustrated series by the New York Times bestselling author of All I
Need to Know I Learned from My Cat. Meet Kate Geller, a sassy flute-playing artist, who
comes up with an original way to redefine friendship. Kate’s older sister is way too perfect.
Her younger sister is way too cute. And her mom wants her to be pals with her frenemy,
Nora. Her art teacher, Mrs. Petty, is way too uncreative, and how can Kate pay attention at
Junior Guides when her pod leader has a sweat stain the size of the town beach? Now she
has to get through her Christopher Columbus role during Discovery Day and her “Colonial
Buddies” report, but little does she know how much “help” she’ll be getting from Eleanor
Roosevelt and Albert Einstein. This humorous debut novel features more than 350
illustrations. Praise for Kate the Great: "She's funny. Quirky. Original. Kate's the greatest." Lincoln Peirce, author of Big Nate "May Kate continue to be this great." –The Horn Book
“Becker’s first illustrated novel falls neatly in line with many others of its ilk, series such as

Big Nate and Diary of a Wimpy Kid…” –Booklist “Becker does an excellent job of
channeling the behind-adults’-backs humor and friendship frustrations of the middle-school
crowd…” –Publishers Weekly “Debut novelist Becker employs doodles, cartoons, and
comic strips reminiscent of Jeff Kinney’s Diary of a Wimpy Kid and Lincoln Peirce’s Big
Nate.” –School Library Journal
The Newcomer Apr 13 2021 Cornwall is only a page away in this gorgeous, heartwarming
novel – a wonderful read for the summer holidays! ‘A warm, easy read that depicts the joys
of rural Cornwall’ Daily Mail ‘The warmth and empathy that have made Fern Britton such a
popular TV presenter are evident in her latest novel’ Woman’s Weekly
Secrets Jul 05 2020 The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Fear Thy Neighbor and
No Way Out blends mystery and drama in this twisty new Lost and Found novel, as siblings
Cullen and Luna set out to uncover the secrets behind a long-lost diary. Every antique tells a
story. Cullen and Luna Bodman learned that through their parents’ furniture business. Now,
with their restoration shop and café, they often find themselves at the center of those stories,
unraveling mysteries for their clients. The old steamer chest that Cullen receives from an
anonymous source is fascinating in its own right. But inside, Cullen discovers more—a
locked diary accompanied by a letter, asking for the diary to be restored to its rightful
owner. Also in the trunk is a wooden box containing ticket stubs and an undated carnival
flyer. But everyone isn’t thrilled with Luna’s quest. Her budding relationship with U.S.
Marshal Christopher Gaines comes under strain as he tries to talk her out of a wild goose
chase. But intuition pushes her on, unveiling a surprising modern-day connection, and
leading Cullen and Luna to wonder if the diary’s secrets still hold power today . . .
Fern Britton Summer Collection: New Beginnings, Hidden Treasures, The Holiday
Home, The Stolen Weekend Jun 03 2020 The best-selling novel by Fern Britton author of
The Holiday Home and The Seaside Affair. Perfect for fans of Katie Fforde and Celia
Imrie.
The Holiday Home Nov 20 2021 You will love this heartwarming, witty novel fromSunday
Times best-seller, Fern Britton. The perfect Cornish Escape!
Pippo the Fool Oct 27 2019 In fifteenth-century Florence, Italy, a contest is held to design
a magnificent dome for the town's cathedral, but when Pippo the Fool claims he will win the
contest, everyone laughs at him. Based on a true story.
A Cornish Carol Aug 18 2021 The new wonderfully warm and witty novel from Fern
Britton, the much-loved TV personality. Perfect for fans of Katie Fforde and Trisha Ashley.
When the residents of the Cornish seaside town of Trevay discover that their much-loved
theatre is about to be taken over by coffee chain, Cafe au Lait, they are up in arms. It is up
to Penny Leighton, hotshot producer and now happily married Cornish resident, to come up
with a rescue plan. Armed with only her mobile phone and her contacts book, she starts to
pull in some serious favours. The town is soon deluged by actors, all keen to show their
support and take part in a charity season at the theatre. One of the arrivals is Jess Tate,
girlfriend to TV heartthrob Ryan Hearst. His career is on the rise while hers remains
resolutely in the doldrums. But when opportunity comes calling, it isn't just her career
prospects that are about to change. Trevay is about to put on the show of its life - but can
the villagers, and Jess, hold on to the thing they love the most?
Britain's Ferns Jun 23 2019 This is a comprehensive, lavishly illustrated and user-friendly

photographic identification guide to the fifty-seven ferns and seventeen other pteridophytes
that occur in Britain. It is the perfect companion for botanists, naturalists, professional
ecologists and anyone else with an interest in this fascinating group of non-flowering
vascular plants. Designed to appeal to beginners and experts alike, this authoritative book
includes novel identification keys and comparison tables that have been carefully devised to
present only essential, easily understood technical terms and descriptions, avoiding jargon
as much as possible. Cross-referenced throughout to facilitate the comparison of similar
species, this definitive field guide is the go-to source for identifying these species with
confidence. [press.princeton.edu].
Coming Home Sep 30 2022 "When the only place you want to be is home... When Ella's
beloved grandmother dies, she comes back to the beautiful Cornish coast to heal her heart.
There she finds her home again and discovers a new life, and new love. But she also opens a
treasure trove of secrets. Sennen left Cornwall a young single mum but unable to cope. She
left her children, her family and part of her. She's spent the years hiding from her past,
hiding from herself. Now it's time to come back. To Cornwall. To face her mistakes. To
pray for forgiveness. To hope for a future with her daughter." --Publisher description.
Southern Comfort Jul 17 2021 Now sober, Atlanta homicide detective Patrick "Tick"
Kelly, still haunted by the murder of his wife and children, gets an unexpected second
chance at happiness when he works with former DEA agent Kate Rush to expose a local
human trafficking ring.
The Play-day Book Dec 30 2019
Fern Aug 30 2022 The much-loved TV star Fern Britten tells her story for the first time in
her Sunday Times bestselling memoir. For years now, Fern Britton has been widely loved
as the presenter ofReady Steady Cook, and, more recently, co-presenter of This Morning
with Philip Schofield. Never one to shy away from a good laugh or cry on national TV, she
has none-the-less never talked about herself to the public, preferring to keep her private life
private. Her warmth and humour, empathy and compassion, have made her feel like a best
friend to millions on a daily basis, but no one knows the woman behind the sparkling smile.
Now, for the first time, she is going to tell her story. And it is one that will strike a chord
with women everywhere. Life as a child was not always easy, and she faced private and
public challenges with her personal life, appearance and her career as she climbed the
ladder to fame. Now a full-time working mum, with a very happy marriage to her second
husband Phil Vickery, she is at the top of her game, and ready to tell it like it is. So put your
feet up and get ready for a great read with Fern Britten. Fern Britten grew up in
Buckinghamshire, and started her career on Westward Television, before moving to GMTV
and Ready Steady Cook. She later co-presented This Morning with Philip Schofield, and
has become a much sought after presenter for shows including Have I Got News For You,
Soap Star Superstar and Celebrity Mr and Mrs. She recently wowed audiences with her
performance on Strictly Come Dancing. She lives in Buckinghamshire with her husband
Phil Vickery and their four children.
Fast and Loose Mar 01 2020 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels
comes a new, action-packed novel. The Sisterhood: a group of women bound by friendship
and a quest for justice. Now their male allies, the Men of the Sisterhood, have formed a topsecret organization of their own, with the same goal of helping the helpless and righting the

wrongs of the world… With the women of the Sisterhood away on a covert assignment,
their significant others could be expected to kick back and enjoy a little drama-free
downtime. But that’s not the way Jack, Ted, Harry, Charles, and the rest of their comrades
roll. An urgent call has come to the headquarters of their organization, BOLO Consultants.
Bert Navarro, head of security for Countess Anna de Silva, suspects that Annie’s deluxe
casino, Babylon, is being stealthily and expertly robbed. But figuring out who’s hacking
into Babylon’s security system proves more difficult than expected—and may have
implications for one of BOLO’s own. The security expert working for them has unlocked
one hard fact—that there are more than enough suspects to investigate. But the men of
BOLO will do what it takes to prove that, even in Vegas, there’s no gambling with justice . .
. Praise for Fern Michaels and her Men of the Sisterhood Series “Michaels listens to fans
and delivers one hell of a punch in this book.” --RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars, on Double
Down
Sweet Vengeance May 15 2021 One of the biggest and most beloved names in publishing,
#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Fern Michaels weaves a deeply
satisfying and uplifting story of one woman's journey from heartbreak to triumph--the kind
of heartfelt, powerful novel her fans love. Tessa Jamison couldn't have imagined anything
worse than losing her beloved twin girls and husband--until she was convicted of their
murder. For ten years, she has counted off the days in Florida's Correctional Center for
Women, fully expecting to die behind bars. Fighting to prove her innocence holds little
appeal now that her family's gone. But on one extraordinary day, her lawyers announce that
Tessa's conviction has been overturned due to a technicality, and she's released on bail to
await a new trial. Hounded by the press, Tessa retreats to the small tropical island owned by
her late husband's pharmaceutical company. There, she begins to gather knowledge about
her case. For the first time since her nightmare began, Tessa feels a sense of purpose in
working to finally expose the truth and avenge her lost family. One by one, the guilty will
be led to justice, and Tessa can gain closure. But will she be able to learn the whole truth at
last . . . and reclaim her freedom and her future?
New Beginnings Mar 25 2022 A warm, witty and wise debut about the ups and downs of
life as a TV presenter
Daughters of Cornwall Oct 20 2021 The No.1 Sunday Times bestselling novel!
The Good Sister Jul 25 2019 THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A
stunningly clever thriller made doubly suspenseful by not one, but two unreliable
narrators.--People Sally Hepworth, the author of The Mother-In-Law delivers a knock-out
of a novel about the lies that bind two sisters in The Good Sister. There's only been one time
that Rose couldn't stop me from doing the wrong thing and that was a mistake that will
haunt me for the rest of my life. Fern Castle works in her local library. She has dinner with
her twin sister Rose three nights a week. And she avoids crowds, bright lights, and loud
noises as much as possible. Fern has a carefully structured life and disrupting her routine
can be...dangerous. When Rose discovers that she cannot get pregnant, Fern sees her chance
to pay her sister back for everything Rose has done for her. Fern can have a baby for Rose.
She just needs to find a father. Simple. Fern's mission will shake the foundations of the life
she has carefully built for herself and stir up dark secrets from the past, in this quirky, rich,
and shocking story of what families keep hidden.

Is It Night or Day? May 27 2022 It's 1938, and twelve-year-old Edith is about to move
from the tiny German village she's lived in all her life to a place that seems as foreign as the
moon: Chicago, Illinois. And she will be doing it alone. This dramatic and chilling novel
about one girl's escape from Hitler's Germany was inspired by the experiences of the
author's mother, one of twelve hundred children rescued by Americans as part of the One
Thousand Children project. Is It Night or Day? is a 2011 Bank Street Best Children's Book
of the Year.
A Good Catch Dec 22 2021 Don’t miss this warm and witty novel from the No.1 Sunday
Times bestselling author Fern Britton. The perfect Cornish Escape!
No Way Out Aug 06 2020 Beloved storyteller Fern Michaels, #1 New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author of the Sisterhood, Godmothers, and Men of the Sisterhood
Series, masterfully blends adventure, redemption, and rich emotion in her unforgettable
novel of healing and hope. Against all odds, Abby Mitchell has turned her life around. But
in her crowning moment of celebration, dark clouds from the past threaten to undo
everything she’s worked so hard for . . . For the first time ever, Abby Mitchell feels that the
world is her oyster. Her first book has found a publisher, a daring new surgery is on the
horizon, and there’s a new man in her life, a man who sees beyond any flaws . . . into her
heart. Best of all, though, is that Abby has been reunited with her sister Mallory. Separated
as girls after their parents died in a double tragedy, Abby always dreamed that, one day,
they would be together again. But while the two loving sisters make up for lost time, danger
hides in the shadows. Now, Abby and Mallory have planned a sumptuous party—unaware
that their gathering will include an uninvited guest who will do anything to keep the past
hidden . . . Praise for Fern Michaels “Michaels’s highly developed skills as a storyteller are
evident in the affable characters [and] suspenseful plot.” —Publishers Weekly on Deep
Harbor
Brothers, Sisters, Strangers Jun 15 2021 A warm, empathetic guide to understanding,
coping with, and healing from the unique pain of sibling estrangement "Whenever I tell
people that I am working on a book about sibling estrangement, they sit up a little straighter
and lean in, as if I've tapped into a dark secret." Fern Schumer Chapman understands the
pain of sibling estrangement firsthand. For the better part of forty years, she had nearly no
relationship with her only brother, despite many attempts at reconnection. Her grief and
shame were devastating and isolating. But when she tried to turn to others for help, she
found that a profound stigma still surrounded estrangement, and that very little statistical
and psychological research existed to help her better understand the rift that had broken up
her family. So she decided to conduct her own research, interviewing psychologists and
estranged siblings as well as recording the extraordinary story of her own rift with her
brother--and subsequent reconciliation. Brothers, Sisters, Strangers is the result--a
thoughtfully researched memoir that illuminates both the author's own story and the greater
phenomenon of estrangement. Chapman helps readers work through the challenges of
rebuilding a sibling relationship that seems damaged beyond repair, as well as understand
when estrangement is the best option. It is at once a detailed framework for understanding
sibling estrangement, a beacon of solidarity and comfort for the estranged, and a moving
memoir about family trauma, addiction, grief, and recovery.
The Postcard Apr 25 2022 You will love this witty and warm novel from the Sunday

Times best-selling author Fern Britton.
An Ideal Presence Sep 06 2020 In 2015, Eduardo Berti spent several weeks in residence at
the University Hospital Centre in Rouen, France, observing and conversing with the staff of
its palliative care department. From that experience he created this series of lightly
fictionalized testimonials from nurses, nursing aides, doctors, administrators, social
workers, volunteers, and the other people who make the unit tick. The result is a distinctly
intimate and often poignant portrait of sickness and care, an unflinching look at death
through the eyes of the people who work with it every day - but also a profound reflection
on what it means to be alive.
The Complete Book of Ferns Mar 13 2021 The Complete Book of Ferns is filled with
botanical information, indoor and outdoor growing and care information, details on
propagation, display ideas, and even craft projects. This gorgeous book is authored by
Mobee Weinstein, the Foreman of Gardeners at the New York Botanical Garden in the
Bronx and a veteran guest on the Martha Stewart Living TV show and other media outlets.
Houseplants in general are in ascendance, but no category is hotter than ferns. From the
otherworldly Staghorns—mounted like antler trophies in homes throughout the world—to
the classic Boston Ferns and newer varieties like Crispy Wave, ferns are definitely back in
fashion. And to no one’s surprise. After all, ferns are among the very oldest plants on the
planet, with a long and storied history. There are tens of thousands of known varieties of
ferns. In the Victorian Era, ferns created an absolute craze for more than 50 years. They reemerged as integral home décor accessories in the '50s and '60s, and who didn’t spend time
in a "Fern Bar" back in the '80s? And they are back again. This comprehensive reference
starts its examination of ferns 400 million years ago, when the first species of this group of
spore-reproducing plants appeared on Earth, exploring their evolution and eventual
incorporation into human culture, including the powers associated with them and their
practical and ornamental uses. Then, after an exploration of fern botany—its parts, how it
grows, its variability in size and form, habitats, propagation, etc.—you'll learn how to green
your indoor and outdoor environments with ferns. Every aspect of fern care is covered:
potting/planting, watering, fertilizing, pest and disease control, and more. With this
knowledge absorbed, explore creative planting projects, like terrariums, vertical gardens
(living walls), mixed tabletop gardens, and moss baskets. To make your survey of ferns
complete, create pressed fern art, fabric wall hangings with chlorophyll-stained designs,
cyanotypes, and hand-made fern-decorated paper. In the end, you will understand why this
ancient plant class continues to be all the rage.
No Way Out Nov 08 2020 Struggling to remember the accident that left her in a coma and
led to her boyfriend's disappearance, video game developer Ellie Bowman starts over in
rural Missouri, before an inexplicable reunion threatens everything she has rebuilt.
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